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Welcome to Brothers of the Word because, brother, you need the Word. And today, I 
am going to be beginning a series simply entitled “The Battle”. There is a quote 
that’s commonly attributed to Plato. It simply says this. “I tell you to be kind to all 
who you meet because everyone is fighting some kind of battle.”

“Everyone is fighting some kind of battle.” There is not a person who is within the 
sound of my voice who is not fighting some kind of battle. Even the little children 
who hear me, even they, are fighting some kind of battle.

And then you’re just, “Pastor, little children don’t have battles.” Yes they do and if 
you think for way, and for some of you, way back, if you think back on even your 
earliest  moments,  we  struggled  and  we  fought  battles.  We  dealt  things  within 
ourselves and in our environment. Even as children, everyone is fighting some kind 
of battle.

So, for this first part of this series entitled “The Battle”, I subtitled it “Know Your 
Enemy”. One of the keys of just simple, military strategy is that you have to know 
the enemy in which you face and far too often, we lose the battle because we don’t 
know and we don’t understand the enemy.

In Matthew 5:43, Jesus says, “Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love 
thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy. But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless 
them that  curse  you,  do  good to them that hate  you,  and pray for  them which 
despitefully use you, and persecute you;” Now, Jesus says to love your enemy, but 
that enemy is actually a person and the enemy who most of us would immediately 
say is, “Our enemy would be people”, but in truth, in the vast majority of time, our 
true enemy is not really flesh and blood. It’s not really a person. In truth, our true 
enemy is something and someone else.

And this is a Brother point: A great tactic of the true enemy is to get you to think 
your friend is your enemy and your enemy is your friend. There was a whiskey ad 
and it was for a famous whiskey and the ad basically had – In the ad, it said, “The 
one thing about your day that you can count on to go smooth”, and what it was a 
glass of whiskey, full of ice. It just looks stupid. And it says, “The one thing you can 
count on today to go smooth was this glass of whiskey.”

And a lot of people who drove by that billboard and would see it, it would kind of 
resonate with them as being true because they had a tough day at work or they 
were going into a tough day and, here, they had this billboard saying, “The one 
thing you can count on today to go smooth is this whiskey.”
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One of the great tactics of the true enemy is to make you think your friend is your 
enemy and your enemy is your friend. And one of the tactics is to make you think 
that that glass of whiskey is your friend and you’re not realizing it’s your enemy.

Many of our battles are lost because we don’t know who is out to destroy us and who 
is  out  to  help us because sometimes,  they can be  a little  bit  confusing.  This  is 
another Brother point: The more immature we are, the more likely we are to mix up 
enemies with friends.

When we’re young, we sometimes think our parents are our enemies. We call it the 
generation gap. “My parents, they don’t want me to date now. My parents won’t let 
me stay up. They won’t let me hang around with certain people. They won’t let me.” 
We think that, “If I just didn’t have those mean, restrictive parents,” we think that 
our  friend is  our  enemy and our  enemy is  our  friend.  You’ve  got  to  know your 
enemy. It’s one of the first things in the battle of life. You need to know who your 
true friends are and who your true enemies are. 

And as I was up early this morning, I was praying and I was actually praying over 
some of the prayer requests. And God said to take all of the prayer requests that 
came in  today  and  use  these  prayer  requests  to  illustrate  and  expose  the  true 
enemy and there were five prayer requests that came in midnight up until  this 
morning.  And I want to  take those five prayer requests  and just illustrate true 
enemies.

Sometimes, see, that’s the first part of really fixing problem. It’s really diagnosing 
what the real problem is. And sometimes, we fight against things that are not really 
our enemies and you got to know even where to focus on where to put your energy to 
even fight in your battle.

How many of you all have battles right now that you’re dealing with? How many of 
you all have – Everybody has real – and some of you aren’t raising your hands. You 
may not be raising your hand because your arms and shoulders are out of whack 
and they’re hurt. You had a battle with that.

 All of us have battles in some form or another. Now, understand that 99% of all of 
the prayer requests that come in is something wrong. We will get praise prayer 
requests every now and then but 99% of all  of the prayer requests that come is 
something seriously wrong.

So, the first one that came in today was at 12:26 right after midnight from Walton, 
New York and this is the prayer request: “Please pray for my husband. He had a 
tooth break a couple of days ago. It is very hard to get an appointment here and I 
got him one on the 18th of this month. Well, it’s now Saturday night and he is having 
problems with the tooth hurting and tomorrow, being Sunday, he is going to have to 
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wait until I can call Monday morning to see if I can get him in earlier. Please pray 
that the throbbing stops and he can wait until I can get him in to see a dentist. I 
don’t have anything here that I can give him. He has heart problems, too. And I 
don’t want the tooth to bring on any problems with that either.”

So,  that  was the first  prayer request that  came in today.  I  could relate to  that 
because I was in Arizona a couple of weeks ago. I was still due to be there another 
three days. I was sitting in a restaurant. I was actually eating a vegetable plate 
with some tofu in it and my tooth cracked. I felt the thing just crack and I said to 
myself, “The devil is alive!” I’m sitting here. He knows I got another three days to be 
in Arizona and I felt that tooth crack.

And see, when stuff in our life crack like all of a sudden, out of the blue, first thing 
we do is, of course, blame the devil. So, here I could relate to her husband with his 
tooth cracked because I blame the devil when my tooth cracked. And I went to the 
dentist when I got back, and the dentist examined the tooth and he says, “That 
tooth is cracked. You’re going to need a root canal for that tooth.”

I asked him, “What’s wrong with the tooth? What happened with the tooth?” He 
said, “It decayed.” Now, the problem – You all say “The problem” – was not Satan. 
That’s why, sometimes, you got to first of all recognize the real enemy. The problem 
was not Satan. The problem was I hadn’t been to the dentist and I don’t know how 
long. Years upon years upon years and the tooth had started with a little cavity that 
I didn’t feel.

See,  often times, the stuff  in our life  doesn’t  hurt.  It  doesn’t  hurt  and we don’t 
realize that something is wrong until it cracks and busts but the problem was, here, 
the enemy was not Satan; the enemy was I did not follow prudence and wisdom. I 
should have been going to get a check up at least every year and if I had been going 
to get my dental check-up, they would have found the cavity when it was just a little 
spec, would have been able to fill it, save the tooth and it would have never cracked. 
I would have never had a big problem, but, see, often times, a problem is easy to fix 
when  it’s  little  but  when  it  gets  big  and  bust,  you  got  to  deal  with  the  whole 
something-going-down-to-the-root.

So, the problem, often times in many of our lives when we will instantly blame the 
devil, when we really step back and look at this thing, we didn’t use wisdom. And I 
had to look at my own life. I had to look at my own tooth.

Proverbs 4:7 says, “Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom: and with 
all thy getting get understanding.” And, see, often times, we don’t use wisdom; we 
just do what’s comfortable to the flesh.
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How many of you all like to go the dentist? Just raise. I saw somebody in the back. 
He likes to go the dentist. We got a tooth for who liked to go to the dentist. I will be 
honest about it. I don’t like to go the dentist. I don’t like to go to the dentist to even 
get my teeth cleaned because the last time I went years and years ago just for a 
cleaning, it was highly uncomfortable.

They’d take a pick. It looks like a hook, and they’d just scrape it along the gum line, 
just yanking it and pulling on it.  That thing was uncomfortable.  And I told the 
dentist, “That cleaning is worse than the root canal.” And she said, “But I’m very 
gentle.” How many of you all have just been to be a gentle dentist? This stuff is just 
–

So, the problem, when it is something that goes against our flesh, we will move in 
the direction of the comfort of the flesh and move away from wisdom. And as a 
result, we end up with pain. We end up with sickness. We end up with distress 
because we have not followed wisdom.

So, in this first prayer request, the real root of the problem was not Satan. It was 
not a spiritual attack. Just as in my case, the real root of the problem was I failed to 
use wisdom. Now,  I  was thankful  to God when I was in Arizona and the tooth 
cracked and it didn’t hurt.

It still wasn’t fixed yet. I still have to go. And it doesn’t hurt. It’s just busted in two 
but it doesn’t hurt. “Thank you, Lord! Thank you!” So, I’m thankful but I‘ve got to go 
and get it fixed.

See, some of you all have got some busted stuff in your life and you don’t get it fixed. 
You know it’s busted. Turn to the person next to you and tell him, “You know it’s 
busted.” See, you all have got some stuff in your life and you know it’s busted. Now, 
God has granted me grace without pain to allow me time to go get it fixed.

And some of you all are running on grace. And you haven’t gone to get whatever the 
stuff is in your world fixed and you’re running on grace. I’m telling you from a point 
of wisdom, go fix it. It’s not Satan, and when you start having all these problems, all 
this pain, you want to blame it on the devil. It has nothing to do with the devil. You 
didn’t use wisdom to fix the thing when you had the chance to fix it. So, we got to 
recognize the real enemy.

Second prayer came in at 1 AM from Norway. “I really need your help. I feel like my 
whole life is falling apart. I am so depressed and so full of anxiety this last year that 
I don’t know what to do. I’ve got no motivation at work. I’ve tried everything. The 
last churches that I have been to have rejected me and I don’t know why. I really 
need  peace,  motivation  and  motivation.  I  can’t  do  my work  much longer  which 
involves meeting people. I really hope the Christian community which I consider 
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myself a life-long part of is called to bless and not curse but I can’t live like this 
anymore. I had been a Christian all my life but I can’t seem to get motivation for 
anything. I am desperate. I need favour, motivation and life now.”

Now, this next prayer request, I’m going to read all in the same bunch. It came in at 
3:17 this morning from Cleveland, Ohio. “Please pray that I obtain peace of mind 
and some patience. I’m trying my hardest not to fall because I feel like I got dealt a 
bad hand all of the time but God is good in spite of and what He has for me is for 
me. Please pray that I remember that in Jesus’ name. Thank you.”

Now, both of these two prayer requests have lack of peace. They have anxiety which 
means they’re worried about stuff and they fundamentally feel that the world has 
dealt them a bad hand. Three things: Number 1, in both of these cases, they feel 
defeated in their mind.

And  people,  when  you  feel  like  you’re  whipped,  you’re  whipped.  You  have  to, 
number 1, realize who you are and whose you are in Christ’s name. And it doesn’t 
mean we don’t get down sometimes. It doesn’t mean that. But they have reached the 
point to where they feel almost like giving up. 

The other thing is they’re focused in all of the bad. Yes, there’s some stuff that’s 
going wrong but they’re focused on all of the bad. Whenever you get to the point 
where you start focusing on all of the bad, life is going to look pretty grim, The man 
would say, “I just have no motivation to do my job.”

A lot of folk don’t feel like going in but sometimes you have to switch your mentality 
and your mindset with that. First of all, you got to be able to say, “Thank goodness 
I’ve got a job to go to!” You know, it’s a difference in how – and these are difficult 
situations. There’s not a capsulized answer for either one of these prayers.

The third problem is,  they feel  like everyone is  against them. Now, see, I  know 
when the fellow said he had been to several churches and all of them had rejected 
him. Now, if he said he’s going to one church, it might be in the church, but if you’ve 
gone to several churches and all of the churches you found problems with and all of 
them have rejected you, it’s not the church.

See, people,  if  you have issues in relationships and in the last ten relationships 
you’ve been in, the other person has just been a stench, no-good, if that’s the case, 
it’s not this; there’s something wrong with you. You have to fix your stuff. So, if it’s 
a constant pattern of things,  it lets you know the enemy is  not the church that 
you’re going to rejecting you, that’s something within you.

So, that’s why you have to, first of all, even recognize where the real problem is – 
where it is you need to fix the stuff and get motivated to live life. But, people, if you 
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don’t start recognizing the beauty that you have around you and you focus on all of 
the negative, you will end up messed up, dejected, and thinking that everyone is 
against you.

This is a whole sermon just dealing with those two prayers but God wanted me to 
use these prayers to show you real enemy and this man thought the enemy – and 
even on another country – he thought the enemy was the church for regretting him, 
church after church. You know, you’ve got to be – For churches to just reject you, a 
multitude of them. That’s got to be some stuff in the mirror. Do you understand 
what I mean?

And that’s often times our problem. We want to put it on another and that stuff is in 
the mirror and we’re talking about the world and you got to be real with some of 
this stuff and get us fixed and when we get us fixed, you’ll be surprised how much 
better the world will start looking.

7:06 AM, Los Angeles California, “My dad is gambling and he might go bankrupt. I 
work for him and I just had my first child so it will affect me, too. Please pray he 
wins his money back and stops.”

This is real.  I’m just reading the prayers just like they are! You’ve got to know 
where the real problem is. See, even if we won his money back, he’s not going to 
stop. I have personal experience with gambling because I used to gamble.

You all say, “What!?” Yeah, I did. Let me tell  you. “I just can’t believe, Pastor!” 
Yeah,  I  did.  I’m just  going  to tell  you some real  stuff  so  I  know from personal 
experience.  When  I  was  in  College,  there  was  a  place  called  Highlights  like 
Handball. And somebody took me there one night and I just put two dollars on the 
thing and I won like a $150. You’ve got to know when your friend is your enemy and 
your enemy is your friend.

He took me to Highlight. I put $2 on it and I won $150 – the worst thing in the 
world that could have happened. You’re going to say, “Whoa! This is a big blessing! 
This is just a big blessing.” The worst thing because you know what happened after 
that?  I did what? I kept on it because if I won it that easy that time, I said, “This is 
easy money! I can surely win.” It didn’t work that way.

So,  sometimes,  some things that  can come your way,  and it  looks like it’s  your 
friend, in truth, is your enemy. The best thing that could have happened to me is 
when I lost everything I spent, I said, “Boy, this is the most horrible place here. I’ll 
never be back here again!”

See, that would have been the friend. The enemy was actually winning and I didn’t 
understand that. So, that’s why when we are immature, we get our friends mixed 
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up with our  enemies  and our  enemies mixed up with our  friends and we don’t 
understand. “Please pray that he wins his money back and stops.” He’s not going to 
stop if  he wins his  money back and we have issues and gambling is  not  really 
forbidden in the Bible but because of my experience, I did my psychological paper in 
College on the phenomena of gambling. 

It can destroy more lives than the hardest drug because, you see, a gambler, a drug 
addict has a limit on how much they can spend. Even the man’s got a $20,000-day 
heroin, he got a limit. So, if it were a gambler, a gambler can have $20,000,000 and 
you got to give him $20,000,000 and a quarter because he can burn up the whole 
$20,000,000 in a night. He’s going to need a quarter for you to come get him to call.

So, you got to know the enemy and until this person’s father looks themselves in the 
mirror and says, “I don’t need to go back and try to get my money because it’s not 
going to happen.” There’s a rush and thrill with gambling that’s almost higher than 
any drug. “And if I go back and try to get my money, I’m just going to get deeper-
hooked. Lord, I promise you right now never again.” That’s what needs to happen. 
It’s not necessarily Satan. Some of these things are in our flesh and they’re in our 
emotions.
8:58 AM from Niles Michigan: “My wife and I are both saved Christians. We need a 
healing in our bodies. Every time we have a good prayer together, the devil jumps 
back right in our face. We have a daughter who is living with us who has a child out 
of  wedlock.  This  girl  has  tried  to  break  us  up  for  eleven  years  –she  and  her 
boyfriend, the father of the baby. Pray they will get saved and move on in their lives 
and stop using us and causing problems in our lives.”

I’m about out of time but I had to ask her, “Lord, what do I do with this one?” And 
God spoke a verse. He spoke Proverbs 23:2. I looked up Proverbs 23:2 and it said 
this: “And put a knife to thy throat, if thou be a man given to appetite.” And I asked 
God, “What in the world has that got to do with this situation? What does that got 
to do with a man and a woman who got a daughter in house with a baby giving 
them all kinds of trouble? What do I got to do?”

And He says, “Some things, you got to cut off.” Some things, God is not going to do 
for you. Some things, you got to take a knife and you got to cut it off yourself. There 
are some people in your life, some people in your work, some things you got to cut 
off. And you can’t sit around waiting, “God, straighten them.” Some things, you got 
to cut off and you got to get them out of your – It’s your responsibility to get your 
house in order and some folk in your house messing up your house, you need to get 
them out of your house.

I don’t need to take a knife but you know, some folk, you almost need to scare with a 
butcher  knife,  though.  Some things,  you  have  to  cut  off.  You got  to  know your 
enemy.  You got to know the root  of  the real  problem if  you’re going to win the 
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battles of life because if you face the wrong enemy, you will leave the enemy that’s 
really doing you damage unchecked and fighting you unopposed so you’ve got to 
first know and understand the true enemy.

You can go to  www.brothersoftheword.com and listen to the entire series on the 
battle as you fight, face and win the battles in your life. We thank you for joining us 
today at Brothers of the Word because, brother, you need the Word. Amen, amen.
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